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Experiments on intense laser driven dielectrics have revealed population transfer to the conduction band
to be oscillatory in time. This is in stark contrast to ionization in semiconductors and is currently
unexplained. Current ionization theories neglect coupling between the valence and conduction band and
therewith, the dynamic Stark shift. Our single-particle analysis identifies this as a potential reason for the
different ionization behavior. The dynamic Stark shift increases the band gap with increasing laser
intensities, thus suppressing ionization to an extent where virtual population oscillations become dominant.
The dynamic Stark shift plays a role dominantly in dielectrics which, due to the larger band gap, can be
exposed to significantly higher laser intensities.
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For 50 years, Keldysh theory [1] has been the standard
approach for modeling the response of solids to intense
under-resonant laser fields. The dominant response
revealed by Keldysh theory is optical field ionization—
transitions creating electrons (holes) in the conduction
(valence) band. Whereas measurements of ionization in
semiconductors [2] are consistent with Keldysh theory,
recent experiments [3–6] indicate that it needs to be
amended for dielectrics; they show mainly an oscillatory
population exchange between the valence and conduction
band and little ionization.
Progress has been made with generalizations of
Keldysh theory, revealing some of its limitations [7–9].
Nevertheless, the physics responsible for the fundamental
difference between ionization in semiconductors and in
dielectrics remains unresolved. As ionization is the first
step in all strong field experiments, this deficiency impedes
progress in a wide range of topical areas: (i) material
machining [10–13], (ii) petahertz optoelectronics [4,5], and
(iii) attosecond condensed matter physics [6,14–20].
Current ionization theories start from the two-band
semiconductor Bloch equations [21]. The four most notable
approximations used are a semi-infinite band gap [1], the
quasicontinuous wave approximation [1,7,9], the frozen
valence band approximation [1,7–9], and the neglect of
many-body effects [1,7–9]. Recent experiments have
shown that the single-particle two-band model gives a
satisfactory description of high-harmonic generation in
semiconductors [19,20]. Given this fact and the complexity
of full many-body theory, it stands to reason to first
investigate single-particle approximations.
We examine ionization using the full two-band (2B)
model, the frozen valence band (FVB) model, and a
generalized Keldysh (GK) model developed here. The
GK model relies on the FVB and quasicontinuous wave
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approximations and permits application of Keldysh theory
to arbitrary band gaps. Semiconductors (dielectrics) are
represented by a nearest-neighbor model in the limits of a
small (wide) band gap and wide (narrow) bandwidth. These
two limits reveal dramatically different physics. The model
semiconductor agrees with the original Keldysh theory. By
contrast, the dielectric shows a wealth of phenomena lying
beyond Keldysh theory; their origins are identified by
comparing our various models.
We find that ionization can terminate through the closing
of all integer photon channels in long pulses, and noninteger photon channels can play a dominant role in short
pulses. Our main finding with regard to recent dielectric
experiments [3–5] is a potential mechanism explaining
their unexpected ionization behavior; the dynamic Stark
shift suppresses ionization by widening the band gap with
increasing laser intensity. It affects predominantly large
band gap materials, which can be exposed to higher
intensities. This effect is lost in all FVB models neglecting
valence band dynamics. Because of ionization suppression,
virtual population oscillations become dominant.
We start from the full 2B equations
∂ t bv ðK; tÞ ¼ iΩðK; tÞbc ðK; tÞe−iSðK;tÞ ;

ð1aÞ

∂ t bc ðK; tÞ ¼ iΩ ðK; tÞbv ðK; tÞeiSðK;tÞ ;

ð1bÞ

where bv and bc are the probability amplitudes of the
valence and
[22–24], respectively, and
R t conduction band
SðK; tÞ ¼ −∞
ε(K þ Aðt0 Þ)dt0 , with band gap ε and
vector potential AðtÞ ¼ −ẑðF0 =ω0 Þfðt=τ0 Þ sinðω0 tÞ; the
electric field is FðtÞ ¼ −dA=dt. Here, F0 is the peak field,
ω0 the circular frequency, T 0 ¼ 2π=ω0 the oscillation
period, and f the pulse envelope, with τ0 the FWHM.
Further, crystal momentum k ¼ K þ AðtÞ and Brillouin
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zone BZ ¼ BZ − AðtÞ have been transformed into a frame
moving with AðtÞ. We denote k ¼ ðk; k⊥ Þ and K ¼
ðK; k⊥ Þ, with k ¼ K þ AðtÞ and k⊥ crystal momenta
parallel and perpendicular to laser polarization, respectively. Finally, ΩðK; tÞ ¼ d(K − AðtÞ) · FðtÞ, with d the
dipole between the bands. In what follows, we outline the
development of the GK model; see Supplemental Material
[24] for more details.
The band gap εðkÞ ¼ Eg þ ε∥ ðkÞ is the difference
between conduction and valence bands; here, Eg ¼ Eg þ
ε⊥ ðkÞ, with Eg the minimum band gap and ε⊥ a general
band gap orthogonal to the laser polarization. The band
gap along laser polarization is given by ε∥ ðkÞ ¼
P
∞
j¼0 αj cosðjkaÞ, where a is the lattice constant; the
bandwidth is Δ ¼ max½ε∥ ðkÞ.
The exponent in Eqs. (1) consists of sinusoidal and
nonsinusoidal contributions, S
R t¼ Ss0 þ Sns0 . From the
Fourier-Bessel expansion Sns ¼ −∞ dt εns ðt Þ, where εns ¼
P
Eg þ ∞
j¼0 αj cosðjKaÞJ 0 (jβfðt=τ0 Þ) is the nonsinusoidal
part of the laser dressed band gap, with J0 a Bessel function
of the first kind and β ¼ F0 a=ω0 . From Eq. 1(b), we define
LðK; tÞ ¼ Ω ðK; tÞbv ðK; tÞeiSs ðK;tÞ

ð2Þ

and
P connect with Keldysh theory by splitting LðK; tÞ ¼
n Ln ðK; tÞ expð−inσtÞ into contributions from finite
frequency bands σ, where


Z
σ ∞ 0
σ
0 inσt0
0
Ln ðK; tÞ ¼
ðt − t Þ ;
dt LðK; t Þe sinc
2π −∞
2π
ð3Þ

Rt
integral j −∞
dt0 Rn ðK; ts ; t0 Þj2 → 2πtδ½εns ðK; ts Þ − nω0 .
This gives nonzero results only for resonant n-photon
channels satisfying energy conservation
Eg þ

n¼−∞

αj cosðjKaÞJ0 (jβfðts =τ0 Þ) − nω0 ¼ 0:

ð5Þ

Condition (5) determines crystal momenta at which the
photon energy nω0 is equal to the nonsinusoidal part of
the laser dressed band gap εns , see Figs. 1(g)–1(j). The
ionization dynamics of each channel, such as the different
intensity scaling of ionization in the multiphoton and
tunneling regimes, is defined by Ln. We solve Eq. (5) for
K ¼ K n ðβ; k⊥ ; ts Þ. As different n’s result in different K n ’s,
products of Ln and Ln0 do not overlap in K space and are
zero in Eq. (4). Real values of K n represent ionization; i.e.,
nc exhibits net growth after the laser pulse. The other
(complex) channels are neglected in Keldysh theory. As
energy is not conserved, they contribute to virtual population
dynamics and do not yield net growth of nc after the laser
pulse. The number of resonant channels and their dynamic
evolution can substantially differ from Keldysh theory [7];
this difference will come from approximation 3 below.
In the weak field limit, the number of resonant channels
is nr ¼ ⌊Δ=ω0 ⌋, and the lowest channel number is nl ¼
⌈Eg =ω0 ⌉, giving a set of integer number resonant channels
N r ¼ fn ∈ Njnl ≤ n ≤ nl þ nr − 1g. Laser dressing of the
band gap can reduce the number of channels. Depending on
the argument of J 0 , some or all of the K n may turn complex,
rendering these channels closed to ionization [26].
Using the δ function, the integral dK in (4) is evaluated,
yielding
dnc
¼ 2π
dts

−∞

with Rn ðK; tÞ ¼ expðiSns ðK;
R tÞ − inσtÞ. The Keldysh-type
Eq. (4) is identical to nc ¼ BZ d3 Kjbc j2 , obtained from (1).
Its main virtue lies in providing a basis for analyzing
ionization. GK ionization theory is obtained by applying
the following approximations to Eq. (4).
Approximation 1 (FVB) relies on setting bV ðK; tÞ ≈
bV ðt ¼ −∞Þ ¼ b0 in Eq. (2); changes in the valence band
are assumed to be negligible [1,25].
Approximation 2 (quasicontinuous wave) applies when
the pulse envelope changes a little over one oscillation
period so that the envelope fðts =τ0 Þ in Eq. (3) can be
assumed to be constant; here, ts is a slowly varying time.
By considering only the t dependence of the rapidly varying
sinusoidal functions and by choosing σ ¼ ω0 , the integral
in Eq. (3) becomes a Fourier series integral Ln ðK; ts Þ ¼
R T 0 =2 0
0
ðω0 =2πÞ −T
dt LðK; ts ; t0 Þeinω0 t . The remaining time
0 =2

∞
X
j¼0

and sincðxÞ ¼ sinðπxÞ=ðπxÞ. The conduction band population is then
 X
2
Z t
Z
 ∞

nc ðtÞ ¼
d3 K 
dt0 Ln ðK; t0 ÞRn ðK; t0 Þ ; ð4Þ
BZ
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Ln ðKn ; ts Þ ¼

Z
BZ⊥

ω0 b0
2π

Z

X jLn ðKn ; ts Þj2

;

ð6aÞ

dt0 ½Ω eiS ðKn ; ts ; t0 Þ;

ð6bÞ

dk⊥

n∈N r
T0
2
T

− 20

jε0ns ðKn ; ts Þj

where Kn ¼ ðK n ; k⊥ Þ, ε0ns ¼ dεns =dK, and BZ⊥ is the
Billouin zone orthogonal to laser polarization. For 1D
models, k⊥ ¼ 0, and the integral dk⊥ vanishes. For general
3D band gaps, the integral dk⊥ can be approximately
evaluated analytically [24].
Approximation 3 applies to the semi-infinite band gap
model used by Keldysh. Here, we use a finite band gap,
which is essential to understand ionization in dielectrics.
The above models are used to study ionization in a 1D
model semiconductor and dielectric with nearest-neighbor
band structure, where α0 ¼ −α1 ¼ Δ=2 and αj ¼ 0 for
j ≥ 2. We use a narrow (wide) band gap and wide (narrow)
bandwidth for semiconductors (dielectrics).
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the final conduction band
population in the semiconductor versus β, using the 2B
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FIG. 1. Top (a)–(c): Ionization in a semiconductor, with Eg ¼ 0.129 a:u:, Δ ¼ 0.6 a:u:, a ¼ 5.32 a:u:, d ¼ 3.46 a:u: for a long (a) and
short (b),(c) pulse. Middle (d)–(f): Ionization in a dielectric with Eg ¼ 0.33 a:u:, Δ ¼ 0.13 a:u:, a ¼ 9.45 a:u:, d ¼ 5.66 a:u: for a long
(d) and short (e),(f) pulse. (a),(b),(d),(e)
Final
conduction band population versus β ¼ F0 a=ω0 ; the shaded region marks where the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
Keldysh parameter γ ¼ ðω0 =F0 aÞ 2Eg =Δ < 1. (c) Time evolution for the short pulse in (b) at β ¼ 1. (f) Time evolution for the short
pulse in (e) at β ¼ 6.3. The laser field has ω0 ¼ 0.06 a:u: and a Gaussian envelope with width τ0 ¼ 100T 0 for the long pulse (a),(d) and
τ0 ¼ 1.7T 0 for the short pulse (b),(e). The colors in (a)–(f) show the 2B solution (red), the FVB solution (green), and the GK solution
(blue). Further, (d) shows the position of K n for n ¼ 6 (purple) and n ¼ 7 (orange); the colored arrows indicate the y axis to which the
line of corresponding color belongs. Bottom (g)–(j): Illustration of the resonance condition in Eq. (5), where εns (blue lines) is shown for
β ¼ 0.0, 1.5, 2.4, 4.2. The solid lines and arrows show the n ¼ 6 and n ¼ 7 resonances. The intersection between blue curves and solid
lines gives the position of K n ; in the absence of an intersection, the channel is closed.

Eq. (1) (red), FVB Eq. (1b), with bv ðtÞ ¼ b0 (green), and
GK Eq. (6) (blue) for a long (a) and short (b) pulse,
respectively. The overall agreement of all three approaches
is good. Differences exist at large β, where the valence band
is emptied (nc → 1). Because of the quasicontinuous wave
assumption, GK also underestimates short pulse ionization
in the multiphoton limit, where the Keldysh parameter is
γ ≫ 1, see 1(b). The broad pulse spectrum permits ionization to proceed via all frequency channels within the band,
not just at nω0 . Thus, channels exist that are not accounted
for by GK theory. Figure 1(c) shows the subcycle dynamics
for β ¼ 1 in 1(b) for the 2B (red) and FVB (green)
solutions. Ionization proceeds stepwise at each half cycle,

as expected from conventional ionization theory and in
agreement with the experiment [2].
Figures 1(d)–1(f) are the corresponding calculations for
the dielectric. We first focus on the GK and FVB results in
1(d) (long pulse), which agree well. The ionization characteristics for the dielectric (d) and semiconductor (a) for
larger β are markedly different. This difference is due, in
large part, to the difference in material bandwidths.
At β ¼ 0, the semiconductor bandwidth has channels N r ¼
f3; …; 12g, whereas, the dielectric has N r ¼ f6; 7g. The
small number of ionizing channels in the dielectric results
in wide ranges of β for which all channels are closed. This
is demonstrated by the purple (n ¼ 6) and orange (n ¼ 7)
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lines in Fig. 1(d), which show K n versus β; ionization
terminates when there are no real K n solutions. The large
jump in ionization coincides with the reopening and
reclosing of channel n ¼ 7 (see orange line). This description is complemented by Figs. 1(g)–1(j), where the resonance condition in Eq. (5) is depicted. Termination of
ionization can never happen in Keldysh theory as a result
of the semi-infinite band gap model. For the large number
of channels available to the semiconductor, complete
channel closing is unlikely. The 2B solution also reflects
the same physics as the FVB and GK solutions; however,
the channel closing characteristics are altered.
The GK approach is inadequate for modeling the short
pulse ionization dynamics in a dielectric, see Fig. 1(e). In
Fig. 1(e), the FVB and 2B plots show similar behavior, with
the 2B result being about two orders of magnitude lower
than the FVB result at high fields. However, Fig. 1(f)
demonstrates the inadequacy of the FVB solution to model
the short pulse ionization dynamics in a dielectric. It depicts
the time evolution of nc for β ¼ 6.3 in Fig. 1(e), which is
close to the highest intensity used in Ref. [3]. The 2B
solution shows mostly oscillations with very little final
conduction band population in agreement with experiment
[3], whereas the FVB solution significantly overstates
ionization. The population oscillations arise from the
nonresonant (virtual) terms in Eq. (4). In what follows,
we will examine (i) how ionization occurs in dielectrics
exposed to short pulses and (ii) what suppresses ionization
in the 2B model.
Short pulses supply a continuum of frequencies,
allowing transitions to occur over the whole Brillouin
zone, not only at discrete K n ’s. As such, ionization
dynamics for β ¼ 1.6 and 6.3 in Fig. 1(e) are decomposed
into frequency bands in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.
This is done by using Eq. (4), with bands σ ¼ ω0 =2
centered at 6ω0 (solid), 6.5ω0 (dashed), and 7ω0 (dotted);
cross terms between bands are negligible. When β ¼ 1.6,
the 6ω0 band is the dominant contributor to ionization;
however, there is also a significant contribution from the
channels around 6.5ω0 , which is not included in Keldysh

FIG. 2. Short pulse time dynamics in the dielectric for the
channels centered around 6ω0 (dashed), 6.5ω0 (dotted), and 7ω0
(solid) for (a) β ¼ 1.6 and (b) β ¼ 6.3; for all other parameters,
see Fig. 1(e).
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theory. For β ¼ 6.3, growth of the 6ω0 and 7ω0 bands is
impeded by channel closings. The 6.5ω0 channel becomes
the dominant pathway for ionization. This results from the
frequency at ω ¼ Eg þ Δ=2 ¼ 6.6ω0 , the only part of εns
that never disappears, see Figs. 1(g)–1(j). As this frequency
can be reached by the wide pulse spectrum, the 6.5ω0
channel never closes and outgrows the others. The corresponding FVB calculations show similar physics—albeit
with higher ionization—and hence, are not shown.
So far, we have discussed the physical processes through
which ionization occurs. These processes are the same for
the 2B and FVB models; however, from Fig. 1(f), it is
apparent that ionization in the 2B model is suppressed by
two orders of magnitude relative to the FVB model,
whereas, the virtual population oscillations differ by
approximately a factor of two. In what follows, we explain
this discrepancy. Significant suppression of ionization in
the 2B model happens for nc ≪ 1 so that depletion can be
ruled out as a cause. Coupling between the bands, as occurs
in the 2B model, leads to a dynamic Stark shift, increasing
their energy difference to ðE2g þ Ω2 Þ1=2 [21,27]. A larger
band gap results in less ionization. This is verified in Fig. 3,
where final nc is plotted versus Ωr =Eg . The peak Rabi
frequency Ωr ¼ dF0 is varied by changing d. The full and
dash-dotted lines represent the 2B and FVB solutions. For
Ωr =Eg ≪ 1, the two solutions agree, while for Ωr =Eg ∼ 1,
2B ionization is suppressed. The same effect is also
responsible for the differences in channel opening and
closing and for the smaller jumps in the 2B solution in the
long pulse limit in Fig. 1(d). The dynamic Stark shift is less
relevant in semiconductors, where the smaller band gap
limits exposure to significantly weaker fields.
In conclusion, ionization of dielectrics in near-IR lasers
was found to be strongly influenced by channel closing
and dynamic Stark effect. These effects depend strongly
on pulse shape and parameters, thus opening the potential for coherent control of optical field ionization in
dielectrics. How will they change for longer wavelengths?

FIG. 3. Final dielectric conduction band population for the
short pulse versus Ωr =Eg , with β ¼ 6.3 for the 2B (solid) and
FVB solution (dash dot); for all other parameters, see Fig. 1(e);
Ωr is changed by varying the dipole moment d. The dashed line
indicates Ωr =Eg used in Fig. 1(e).
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The resulting increase in the number of resonant photon
channels yields smaller ranges of field strengths over
which complete channel closing can occur [24]. This will
render channel closing less important. As a result, in the
mid-IR and longer wavelength regimes, optical field
ionization in dielectrics is expected to resemble that of
semiconductors; in our model, optical field ionization
remains suppressed due to the dynamic Stark shift, which
is independent of wavelength. In a more complete model,
laser heating and impact ionization will become more
important; electron energy and ionization through inelastic collisions increase as the quiver velocity grows, with
F0 =ω0 . Particularly in long pulses, damage might occur
before the dynamic Stark shift becomes relevant.
Finally, in a more complete description, many-body
effects will need to be investigated. For example, electron-hole interaction modifies band gap and Rabi frequency
[21], thus potentially influencing ionization.
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